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survival is not found in the Heavens.
 so. remove your rhetoric colored glasses
  take your grandfather’s rusted crab cracker
    season orange flakes upon the pulse life soup
       boiling from your œuvred fingers
  bendy straw marrow onto palette
     slop atmosphere of survival
             (add a dash of blue so your buyer thinks it’s living)
send love letters to god by hydrogen balloons
 leave your prayers at the beep
    rest assured it is a part of the others enjamb-
  ment to ask why everything:
         fingernails, shoelaces
    jargonized blades of grass
        deer collisions
     communist friends in France
     converge to the same point.
grab your cat fur bathrobe
 to sauna out the toxins
    don’t forget: forty acre fungus
     vomit excess vowels from your gastrointestines
   you cannot make everything countable
     just make it absorbant.
hard wood ceiling your house,
    use dust to build the cardboard test 
  takers that hold up our spines
    censor Joan’s photograph with its
   smallpox
       osteodontornis 
     locavore
 mesopotamia
           collage. red is too serious a color for 
        We will all die out of something.
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